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RAYMUNDO GIL RENDÓN: I will ask the three panelists to come to the table because we have a roundtable of questions. I will explain why we have only one Mexican and two Americans. That was because Mario Aguilar, the representative of the National Commission of Aguacultura and Fisheries for Mexico, was not able to attend. We want to be very fair, and discuss in equal terms. I invite the audience to ask any questions that you may have.

ROLAN PELLETIER: I have a question for Mr. Molina and Mr. Day. According to Mr. Day’s presentation, the NAFTA has been good for two countries. Who are the losers in Mexico and the U.S.? I suppose that according to Mr. Molina’s presentation, the most profitable companies in Mexico are the ones that have high technology and foreign participation.

LLOYD DAY: I will try to answer that and I am not going to answer which sectors are winners and losers. I think you can look at the numbers and you will know that. What the press has been discussing, mostly in Mexico, but also in the United States, is that poor Mexican farmers are the losers. Our argument is that poor Mexican farmers are not the losers because of international trade or because of NAFTA. They are the losers because of a number of structural conditions. It is very easy for folks to say NAFTA is bad because, for example, Mexico is importing all this corn. There was an Oxfam report and a New York Times article about that report which dealt with corn. That report was totally wrong. It used bad data, old data, and emotional arguments to say that U.S. corn exports to Mexico are creating misery among rural farmers in Mexico. That is not the case at all. What the United States exports to Mexico is yellow corn, which is used for animal feed for the beef, pork, and poultry sector in Mexico. These sectors have been growing tremendously because of the rising incomes in Mexico. The white corn that we export to Mexico makes up for when there might be a lack of supply to meet the huge demand for white corn. White corn is a staple product – sometimes it is up to 40% of the income spent by rural people for food.

So it is hard to say who is going to be a winner and who is going to be a loser. There are many commodities in my home state of California that are being impacted by productive Mexican agriculture. These include tomatoes, asparagus, broccoli, and cantaloupes. But many of those firms have also invested in Mexico to try to enhance binational trade. I do not want to get into the winners and losers. I just think that a lot of the arguments saying that NAFTA is responsible for rural poverty
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in Mexico are wrong. It is due more to land fragmentation, property rights and historical matters than to NAFTA.

JORGE MOLINA: The question touched on a couple of issues. The first issue is foreign investment in the agriculture sector; the second is what is happening with trade in the agricultural sector. Regarding foreign investment, basically, the numbers that I showed represent 1% of the total foreign investments in Mexico, which means that it is really not that much. I did not try to imply that the winners were the ones who had technology. Rather, the companies that produce foods, like *La Huerta* and *Gigante Verde*, those who have not just the raw product, but who have frozen or canned presentations, are the ones who are being better received. It is not just trade.

Actually, I was talking with José Artiaga, the owner of *La Huerta*, and he was telling me that he thinks that the main reason that they have been so successful is because they target the working population in the United States. They are presenting food already in bags, which you only throw into the microwave. So if a woman or the couple both work, they do not have to spend that much time in the kitchen. That has been a key for success for them. I sincerely believe the Free Trade Agreement is being made the scapegoat when there are much deeper and more serious problems. If you read the so-called *Acuerdo Para El Campo* (Accord for the Countryside), you see clauses on housing, social development, education, infrastructure, credits—things as detailed as getting subsidies on electricity rates and diesel.\footnote{5} If you see what they are offering in terms of NAFTA and other free trade agreements, and what they are asking in other areas, I really believe that there is really nothing very new regarding NAFTA. They are saying they want to be there when we make decisions and they want to be included into the development of standards and technical regulations, which in the *Ley Federal de Metrología* (Federal Law for Measurements and Standards), they already can. The committees are open, so I think there is a lot of lack of knowledge. It is also that NAFTA is becoming a sounding board for other problems as well.

JOHN STEPHENSON: John Stephenson from Dallas. I have a client that’s investing in the Mexican cattle industry and providing technology to it also. What is the effect meat exports from the United States on the Mexican cattle industry and its growth or lack of growth?

LLOYD DAY: I am always encouraged when I hear about folks who want to invest in every sector in Mexico because that helps to further deepen the economic integration among all three countries, and the beef sector is one of the most integrated sectors. We import a lot of Mexican feeder cattle; we import tons from
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Canada. Mexico has not been impacted terribly by the BSE finding in Canada. The fact that your client is going to Mexico to invest, and hopefully improve some of the productive capabilities of a particular ranch, is outstanding. I think there is a huge market for beef in Mexico and it will continue as long as the Mexican economy is strong. The Mexican economy will remain strong by continuing to be an open and competitive economy.

DAVID SPENCER: I wanted to follow up on the comment about the structural situation in the Mexican countryside. The last time I checked the statistics, which was probably two or three years ago, over 40% of the workable land in Mexico was in the hands of ejidos. I am always on the lookout for success stories of cooperation between ejidos and foreign investment, or amongst themselves even, to become players in these industries. I’m wondering if you know of any that you could share with us?

MOLINA: The first one that comes to mind is the Association of Coffee Producers in Chiapas. These are people with very little land, similar to what you are describing. They have not only got together in order to produce, but they have become entrepreneurial enough in order to export. They started exporting, if I recall correctly, back in 1996. That’s the best success story that I know of.

DAY: I think one of the fundamental problems that a lot of these ejidos have is that their link to the market is through some middleman. Often, especially in southern Mexico, they label this middleman as a coyote. Under the Partnership for Prosperity, the United States is trying to help link the Mexican market directly to potential U.S. buyers. Other products considered under the Partnership are cacao, oregano, and palms. The United States has met with different farmers from different commodities that have combined in a multi-state cooperative with ejidos and small producers to leverage the value of size, as we have done in the United States. The United States has many farming cooperatives that leverage each other’s resources in order to sell into the market. We would encourage folks to do that, but again, the issue of land fragmentation and property ownership is one of the single most
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difficult problems that Mexico has to confront. Unfortunately I do not have many success stories to share.

MIGUEL JÁUREGUI ROJAS. I would love to hear from you the word “agreement” because there is more need of cooperation between the two countries to solve these problems. Trade has all kinds of problems and casualties. These casualties we cannot avoid, but what we can do is cooperate. I want to ask a question. I am interested in the market problems. I know it takes a lot of effort and understanding of the balances in the two markets. The United States has a very strong core market. I have been there and I noticed what the imbalance is due to. So what are you doing, as a government, to balance that problem? Just recently, you set up a quota of 10,000 tons for sugar conditioned on the elimination of the tax on soft drinks with fructose. What is the future for that agreement? Is there going to be cooperation? Lobbying? More discussions? Is there any future to arrange this market? There is a lot of interest in Mexico on that topic.

DAY: Sure, as there is in the United States as well. First, I do appreciate your comment that there are people that are impacted. There have been many people in the United States impacted by trade, not just NAFTA, but trade from around the world. Blue collar, middle class Americans have lost many assembly jobs, good jobs, to trade from around the world. Mexico is now starting to feel that as the maquiladora sector is reeling from competition from Asia because folks there work for a dollar a day, or less. We are very sympathetic and the philosophy for the past four administrations in the United States, and even here in Mexico, has been that the opening of the economy to competition is beneficial for all sectors. We need to work to improve the education of all our citizens so that they have opportunities to take advantage of a more open market place. We do appreciate the fact that some people are impacted and do not adjust, and our hearts go out to them.

On the sugar and sweetener market, in particular, competition has been going on for years. There was no real NAFTA agreement on sugar because the United States did a side letter after the agreement had already been struck, and Mexico never signed it. There have been negotiations going on since I have been at the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Most of those negotiations are between our industry, the United States Trade Representative, the Mexican industry, and Economía. At the end of 2002, negotiations got fairly close to some kind of an agreement. Then it got bogged down as all the other things happened around NAFTA, and no agreement was reached.

2003 is kind of interesting because Mexico is not producing enough sugar to meet demand and CANACINTRA and others have lobbied the Mexican government to import about 112,000 metric tons of sugar, mostly from Central America.  
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Mexican sugar producers are protesting that importation, but Mexico is importing in order to bring sugar prices down so that their sugar-containing product industry, like maquiladoras that ship Nestle’s chocolate to the United States, have the ability to do that. What is interesting though, is that the soda tax that was put in place, which we all know is illegal, has also almost destroyed the Mexican high-fructose corn syrup producers. Their industry is now reeling. If Mexico were to lift that tax and the corn syrup could be used for Mexican soda production, it would allow for a surplus of sugar in Mexico, which then could be exported into the United States market once an agreement is reached.
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